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ABSTRACT

Today, we face an inflection point where infrastructure
software—databases, messaging, orchestration, etc.—is more
likely to be consumed as a managed service than as a binary
software artifact the user runs and supports themselves. However,
the majority of infrastructure software that we consume was
designed and written before this shift to software services became
prominent. Take Apache Kafka as an example. Apache Kafka is a
distributed message broker used by hundreds of thousands of
organizations to connect applications using streams of events.
Kafka was initially designed and built for LinkedIn’s
self-managed infrastructure, deployed on physical servers over
many LinkedIn-owned datacenters.

Over the last five years, Confluent has turned Apache Kafka into
a successful online service. This has been a significant technical
undertaking, one we estimate to have taken more investment than
creating the Apache Kafka software it is based on. Our
experience has unearthed what we see as a chasm between
successful infrastructure software projects designed for
on-premises workloads and successful online services created for
the same software.

Adding further confusion to this space, all cloud services are not
created equal, and hence we use the term cloud native to
differentiate systems like Confluent Cloud, which provides a fully
managed, elastic, pay-as-you-go experience from other hosted
offerings that simply run open source software on the user’s
behalf.

In this paper, we explore the aforementioned chasm that exists
between successful software distributions and cloud-native

services that match the above definition. We do this by sharing
our experiences building a cloud-native system that spans many
thousands of individual clusters. These experiences should be
helpful to anyone building their own cloud-native system and to
those looking to gain an in-depth understanding of what goes on
behind the scenes.

1     INTRODUCTION: DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS FOR CLOUD-NATIVE
DATA SYSTEMS

Twenty years ago, the data warehouses of choice were Oracle and
Teradata. Since then, growth and innovation has shifted to the
cloud, and a new generation of data systems have emerged. While
this has been true for a few years now, the recent success of
technologies like Snowflake reminds us how much growth and
value cloud-native data systems bring. Contrary to what the old
joke about cloud computing says, BigQuery isn’t just Oracle
running on someone else’s computer. The user experience is
completely different, designing and building the service is
different, and those differences demonstrate that as companies
shift workloads to the cloud they also shift their expectations, and
will vote with their wallets for solutions that align better with
these new expectations.

We summarize this shift in expectations by using the term cloud
native. Being cloud native can mean different things in different
contexts. The Twelve-Factor App is a methodology commonly
used to explain what cloud native means (although the paper uses
the term software as a service), but it refers mostly to
development and deployment practices of those who write the
applications, not what the users of applications expect. When we
look at cloud-native data systems, and try to generalize from
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services as diverse as Snowflake, BigQuery, Aurora, DynamoDB,
and S3, we see several common capabilities that users now expect
to see in cloud-native data platforms:

● Elasticity: Services are expected to scale up and down
with a single click or API call at maximum, and
preferably scale automatically based on policies.

● Infinite scale: While nothing is truly infinite,
cloud-native services appear infinite to their users.
Thanks to elastic scaling and behind-the-scenes
capacity planning, only the most extreme use cases will
ever notice that the service has scalability limits.

● Resiliency: Cloud-native data services are architected
for high availability in the face of most failures. Most
boast SLAs of 99.95% (4.5 hours downtime per year)
and higher, but in reality customers expect much higher
availability.

● Multi-tenancy: Most cloud-native services take
advantage of the economy of scale and manageability
that multi-tenancy offers. The best user experience is
achieved in services like S3 where the service is
delivered as a high-level abstraction (requests and
queries rather than CPUs) and the tenants are well
isolated, so that users have no reason to be aware that
the same physical system provides services to
additional tenants. In other cases, like AWS Aurora,
users do purchase dedicated low-level compute
resources like CPUs and memory—but the provider is
still able to share underlying infrastructure like network
and storage.

● Pay per use: Many cloud-native data systems have a
pay-per-use model where users pay for resources they
use rather than resources provisioned. Resources used
can be high-level resources, such as put/get requests, or
lower level such as CPU and memory used. The key
difference is that unlike on-prem data systems, users
don’t pay simply for licensing cores that they may or
may not use.

● Cost-effectiveness: Comparing costs between fully
managed cloud services and on-prem or self-managed
services is not trivial, but the elasticity of cloud-native
data systems combined with a pay-per-use model
means that it is possible to run “right-sized” systems
without having to worry about over-provisioning,
capacity planning, and paying for unused resources.
Multi-tenant models allow service providers to offer the
service for much lower cost than any self-managed
service could achieve. For many use cases, adopting the
service would not be feasible without the low usage for
a low-cost option.

● Global: Cloud-native data systems often include global
replication as a built-in part of the product, something
that users can enable with a checkbox or one API call,

rather than a problem that they need to solve on their
own.

Figure 1: What is a cloud-native data system?

Apache Kafka, from its earliest days, had a goal to run at
company scale. To us, this meant that instead of siloing
workloads into separate clusters, we aimed to make Kafka
scalable enough and multi-tenant enough that one could safely
run the entire business on a single Kafka cluster. Our early
investment in elasticity, scalability, and multi-tenancy is now
bearing fruit as we take Kafka to its next stage in evolution—a
cloud-native data system, operated as a fully managed service.

This paper presents some of the more recent work done to
enhance Kafka’s cloud-native capabilities in the context of
Confluent Cloud, with a focus on some of the key capabilities
listed above: elasticity, multi-tenancy, scalability, resiliency,
cost-effectiveness, and global replication.

While writing this paper, the audience we’ve had in mind was
other developers working on modern data systems and are
looking at making these systems cloud-native. But you’ll notice
that the learnings are far more general. If you’re building
microservices based on an event log, running a system that has to
stretch over globally, have customers that demand strict,
industry-leading performance and availability SLAs, or you
cannot ever, ever lose data, many of the techniques and
architectural decisions we applied across the thousands of clusters
in Confluent Cloud are likely to prove useful.

Our journey is not unique since every cloud-native data system
and every company offering managed data stores as a service will
need to provide similar capabilities. We believe that the
techniques we’ve developed while building Confluent Cloud can
be generalized to all cloud-native data systems.

1.1   Elasticity

While adding new brokers to Kafka is straightforward, Confluent
Cloud faced a new challenge: The ability to allow a customer to
expand any cluster with a click, across a fleet with thousands of
clusters. Just adding brokers is not enough—we needed to shift
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proportional load to the new brokers, within a few minutes and
with no impact on existing client traffic.

First, we’ll introduce the Confluent Cloud control plane, discuss a
few key control plane services, highlight the way Kafka is used as
the underlying event log behind the control plane, and detail the
integration between the control plane and the Kafka services
provided to our customers that allow Kafka to shift load between
brokers as required.

The use of event-driven microservices and choreography patterns
to build our control plane allowed different engineering teams at
Confluent to own their logic in the control plane, while creating
unified end-to-end workflows that deliver elasticity to our users.
Creating this system on top of an event log makes it resilient to
failures, recoverable, and auditable. We use Kafka’s best practices
to run thousands of Kafka clusters.

We’ll also briefly explore two key capabilities in Kafka related to
managing broker load that make this level of elasticity possible.
The first feature is Self-Balancing Clusters (SBC), a proprietary
addition to Confluent Server that allows Confluent Cloud clusters
to automatically detect load and shift it to less utilized brokers.
The second is Tiered Storage, which makes it possible to shift
load while moving a minimal amount of data.

Figure 2

1.2   Performance and Scalability

Next, we’ll discuss performance, scalability, and the relationship
between these aspects of a system. Confluent Cloud’s approach to
performance is based on the idea that by understanding user
workloads well and optimizing Kafka accordingly, we can deliver
better performance on cost-effective infrastructure.

We’ll share three useful principles for systems engineers who are
trying to design a high-performance cloud-native data system:
Know your users and optimize for their workloads, infrastructure
matters, and you can’t improve what you don’t see.

Beyond the specific principles, the overarching theme is
performance optimization. In order to serve a wide range of
customer workloads, you need to build a system that is scalable in
many dimensions. You need to optimize and align constraints
across an entire stack—from hardware, through the operating
system, to your application. And, in managed cloud-native
systems, there has to be a tight feedback loop with

production—production observability, ability to detect, analyze,
and learn from performance or scalability-related incidents, and
ability to rapidly roll out improvements.

1.3   Multi-Tenancy

Multi-tenant capabilities differentiate truly cloud-native systems
from older generation software that is managed on someone else’s
computer. Systems that are built from the ground up to be
cloud-native software-as-a-service offerings are typically built as
multi-tenant systems, which introduces economies of scale to the
service.

Multi-tenant systems are deployed both on-prem, for centralized
management and cost-efficiency, and in the cloud. But the
expectations are different because on-prem systems are rarely
expected to be transparently elastic. It is common for teams that
run multi-tenant clusters on-prem to spend significant time
understanding the workload of each tenant and then to provision
clusters with spare capacity. In cloud-native systems, operators of
the system do not have this luxury—the system has to
automatically and transparently respond to new workloads, both
by elastic scaling and by isolating tenants from noisy neighbors.

We will discuss Confluent Cloud’s approach to solving these
challenges, introduces the three pillars of multi-tenancy (access
isolation, namespace isolation, and performance isolation), and
discusses how, since Kafka was originally designed to be a
company-scale system, Apache Kafka already contains the basic
building blocks to run as a multi-tenant system.

In addition, we will address how these basic building blocks are
used to create the multi-tenant products in Confluent Cloud,
focusing especially on performance isolation, elasticity, and the
importance of adjusting quotas on the fly based on changes in
available resources and workloads.

Figure 3

1.4   Storage Durability Audit

This paper will also introduce a high-level capability—the
Storage Durability Audit. On-prem deployments are often limited
by the overhead of introducing additional services. Cloud-native
services, built to run as resilient managed services in an elastic
cloud environment, take advantage of the robust infrastructure
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already built to deploy and deliver reliable services in order to
deliver added-value higher level capabilities that on-prem would
meet resistance in the form of a long process to deploy additional
services.

Confluent’s Storage Durability Audit is an example of such
higher level capability. Auditing data integrity is important in any
data storage system and complements the investment in backup
and restore—without integrity audits, restores will only happen
on catastrophic failures or when the consumers of the data
discover discrepancies. Yet despite the importance of such
systems, they are rarely implemented in on-prem deployments
due to the additional complexity they introduce.

We will explain the challenges inherent in guaranteeing data
integrity with Kafka’s replication and leader-election model,
Confluent’s approach to detecting data anomalies in real time and
at scale based on a data fragility model, and the internal details of
the audit service.

Figure 4

1.5   On to the Cloud-Native Series

Cloud-native data systems introduce their own requirements, and
often need to be designed as such from the ground up. This paper
explores some of the key requirements for cloud-native data
systems, discusses how many of them align with the concept of
“company-wide scale” that served as a North Star for Apache
Kafka development from its earliest days, and show how we
extend the existing capabilities in Apache Kafka into the
cloud-native managed service that we provide in Confluent
Cloud.

We believe that we’ve only just begun to explore what is possible
in the cloud-native data space—both from customer expectations
and from the technical perspective. We hope that the lessons
learned and the solutions that we highlight in this paper will be
valuable to other engineers who are developing cloud-native data
systems, and those who are adopting existing technologies to the
cloud.

2     MAKING APACHE KAFKA SERVERLESS:
LESSONS FROM CONFLUENT CLOUD

Serverless offerings in the cloud are a favorite among software
engineers—a prime example are object stores such as AWS S3.
For the system designer, however, it is an engineering challenge
to implement a distributed, stateful system such as Apache Kafka
as a true serverless offering. Not just Kafka without ZooKeeper,
but Kafka without brokers! This raises a bunch of tough
questions, such as: How can you elastically expand and contract a
Kafka cluster automatically, without any service disruption and
without the user having to do anything? How can you
automatically keep the storage in a stateful system like Kafka
balanced? This section describes Confluent Cloud’s architecture
and how Kubernetes and the Confluent Operator for Kafka are
leveraged to achieve a serverless experience.

The experience is created with four key components:

1. Confluent Cloud control plane

2. Confluent Kubernetes Operator

3. Self-Balancing Clusters

4. Infinite Storage

We will begin with a brief overview of Confluent Cloud’s

architecture before diving deeper into each of the four

components.

2.1   Overview of Con�uent Cloud’s Architecture

At Confluent, we want to iterate very quickly for our customers
and provide a great user experience with Confluent Cloud, taking
in user feedback and building new features as well as improving
on existing ones. To do so, our internal engineering teams need to
move fast and be able to work independently. There are many
ways to achieve this and we use an event-driven system, which
allows different services to be decoupled, wherein each service
can scale independently and have a higher resiliency when
communicating between services. We use some well-known
patterns to achieve these requirements.

We use a microservices architecture, which allows services to be
independently deployable and have their own release cadence,
and independent teams to maintain their own core logic and have
a well-defined contract. Many of our services have their contracts
defined via protocol buffers, and they communicate over gRPC.

Confluent Cloud also uses Kafka to communicate between two
distinct decoupled pieces: the global/centralized control plane
and the data plane. There are many instances of the data plane
running in each region where Confluent Cloud is present. The
communication between the control plane and various data planes
is via Kafka (dubbed the mothership Kafka going forward), which
sends control messages as well as receives status updates from
different data planes back into the control plane.
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Kubernetes is leveraged to run most of the services, both in the
control plane as well as the data plane, including Kafka.

Figure 5

Here are some of the advantages of this architecture:

● Decoupling failure points: The data planes can
independently function, even when the control plane
has issues, and vice versa. Furthermore, if one data
plane has an issue, the other data planes are not
affected.

● Auditability and observability: We can easily figure
out whether a particular data plane is slow to consume
the events and look into it, and also have an event
stream to know what changes have occurred over time
across Confluent Cloud and replay events, if required.

● Security and governance: A central event stream
makes it simpler to implement Confluent’s security
requirements—the Kafka instance needs to be
protected, and consuming and producing to Kafka must
be secure. This architecture also helps track and control
where data comes from and who accesses it, thus
providing governance.

● Low latency and catch-up: With an event-driven
architecture, the control plane does not have to worry
about the health of the data plane, as it is truly
decoupled, and the data plane will consume and act on
its events when it is healthy again. Within the control
plane, there are some event-driven control flows, as
certain operations can take a long time and we want to
be asynchronous in our communication.

Beyond the high-level architecture, the following sections
describe the four key components that deliver serverless elasticity
for Kafka.

2.2   Control Plane of Con�uent Cloud

The control plane, along with all Kafka clusters and their
associated connectors and ksqlDB apps, runs on Kubernetes.

Confluent Cloud is present in over 50+ regions in total on Google
Cloud Platform (GCP), Amazon Web Services (AWS), and
Microsoft Azure, and we run many Kubernetes clusters in each
region, all of which are managed by the global control plane.

The control plane is responsible for:

● Provisioning, scaling, and decommissioning resources
for Confluent services, such as managed Kafka,
managed ksqlDB, and managed connectors.

● Managing access control across different managed
services.

● Handling both internal as well as external
customer-facing API requests, updating the desired
state, and acting on the differences between the desired
and the current state of the system. For example, for
expanding a Kafka cluster, we record the intent by
updating the desired state first, and then act on the
desired state by resizing the Kafka cluster and sending
the updated state to the data plane.

● Syncing API keys to the targeted Kafka cluster if new
keys are created or keys are deactivated.

● Making placement decisions for internal as well as
customer-facing resources (especially during the
provision and expansion of Kafka clusters), which
include placing the Kafka cluster on a particular
Kubernetes cluster as well as in the right network so
that it is accessible for the customer, placing the brokers
and their associated volumes in different availability
zones, and so on.

● And many more aspects, which are beyond the scope of
this paper.

These functions are supported by many different microservices
that interact with each other to make sure the customer request is
satisfied.
To remove the customer burden of mapping capacity to cloud
resources (instances, volumes, etc.), Confluent Cloud exposes a
unit of capacity called Confluent Unit for Kafka (CKU). CKUs
provide a pre-allocated amount of resources—specifying
maximum capacity across various dimensions—which determines
the capacity of your Kafka cluster.

When a customer expands their Kafka cluster or increases the
CKUs on their Kafka cluster, the control plane translates the
request into a Kubernetes custom resource, which we call a
physical stateful cluster (PSC). First, we make sure that the user
is authenticated and authorized to perform the operation. Once
this is complete, the control plane checks whether there is enough
capacity to satisfy the request. After such validations pass, the
intent of that request is persisted in a relational database. After
persisting the intent, the control plane performs the translation of
the request into the PSC for consumption by the data plane.

https://docs.confluent.io/cloud/current/clusters/cluster-types.html#dedicated-cluster-ckus-and-limits


The PSC declaratively describes the desired state of the Kafka
cluster (in fact, the same PSC is used to describe the desired state
of ksqlDB and connectors as well), and is an input for the
Confluent Kubernetes Operator explained below. The PSC is used
to describe a single Kafka cluster, and handles any changes in the
configuration of the Kafka cluster, such as enabling Infinite
Storage (including information about the storage and how to
access it), or resizing the Kafka cluster, as well as provisioning
and de-provisioning the Kafka cluster. However, there are many
more decisions and actions that the control plane takes at this
stage when translating the request into the PSC.

When a resize request to increase the allocated resources is
received, the control plane (based on the type of Kafka cluster)
has to:

● Validate whether the expanded resource can fit in the
available cloud resources based on current usage. We
look at what the current consumption is based on
different factors, such as Kubernetes cluster size, the
account or project size usage, and so on, and compare it
with the requested size.

● Figure out the placement of the brokers across
availability zones along with their volumes.

● Recalculate the resource allocation of the Kafka cluster,
such as the number of partitions, network ingress and
egress, etc., based on the new size of the Kafka cluster,
and sync the new CKU limits to the Kafka cluster as
well as the updated storage information, etc.

Infinite Storage (enabled by Tiered Storage) is an important piece
of the elasticity story, which is explained later in this paper.
However, at this point, it is important to mention that tiering the
data to a different storage layer also requires a certain level of
orchestration in the control plane when provisioning a Kafka
cluster, which is handled by an orchestration engine. The
orchestration engine can be considered as a workflow engine that
takes in a spec and makes sure that various dependencies on the
spec are worked on in the topological order of dependencies.

The bucket provisioner service is responsible for creating a
bucket for Infinite Storage based on which cloud the bucket is
requested for—whether it is an S3 bucket, or a GCS bucket, or
Azure Blob, etc. However, once a bucket is created, the right
permissions need to be provided so that the Kafka cluster running
in Kubernetes has access to read and write to the bucket. This
means setting up the right credentials and access privileges, along
with passing the configuration information along to Kafka so that
Kafka is able to tier to this storage layer. Furthermore, with the
Bring Your Own Keys (BYOK) feature, if a key is provided by
the customer during Kafka cluster provisioning, it is used to
encrypt both the bucket data as well as the volumes associated
with the brokers. In order to set these different pieces up during
the provisioning of a Kafka cluster, the orchestration engine is
responsible for working with different services wherein it

understands the implicit dependencies in order to successfully
provision a Kafka cluster with the right configuration.

Figure 6

The next section describes how the expansion intent gets
propagated to the data plane.

2.3   Communication Between Control Plane and
Data Planes

Confluent systems use a change data capture (CDC) approach,
where Debezium connectors capture the row-level changes
committed to the Postgres database and send those changes to the
mothership Kafka. These events are further consumed and the
data is refined for consumption by the services running in the data
plane. The use of a database and CDC in order for a microservice
to manage its state in a relational store (with its ACID guarantees)
and notify other services of any changes to the state is similar to
the Outbox Pattern. For Confluent, this strategy is key for
reliable, recoverable, and auditable communication from the
control plane services to the data plane.

The mothership Kafka has different streams intended for different
types of actions. The sync-service (a service running in the
data plane) listens for any events aimed at the Kubernetes cluster
it is responsible for, and performs the required action based on the
type of event. In an expansion, the recalculated PSC is marshaled
into the protocol buffer representation and sent to the PSC topic
on the mothership Kafka, and the sync-service on the data plane
looks for messages that are intended for its Kubernetes cluster ID.
Upon observing a message on the PSC topic, it unmarshals it and
stores the PSC onto Kubernetes via the Kubernetes API.

Similarly, upon an expansion, the Kafka cluster being expanded
with new configuration information needs to be updated. For
example, the limits applied on the Kafka cluster need to be
updated. This is very similar to syncing the PSC, wherein the
updated Kafka cluster configuration is sent via a topic on the
mothership Kafka and the sync-service observes the message on
the topic and updates Kafka with the new configuration.

The data plane uses the same mothership Kafka to send
information about the status of the operation, and the control
plane services consume the status and store it in the Postgres
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database, which then propagates to the customer when they view
the state of the Kafka cluster via the UI or the CLI. For example,
when an expansion is complete, the sync-service takes the status
section on the PSC (explained a bit more in detail in the next
section) and sends it to the control plane via the mothership
Kafka, wherein the status information is then stored in the
Postgres database. Upon an API request, the updated status
information is propagated to the caller.

Many events, such as syncing new API keys or deactivating old
API keys, provisioning / deprovisioning, etc., flow through the
mothership Kafka, following the event-driven architecture.

2.4   Con�uent Kubernetes Operator

Once consumed off of the mothership Kafka and the intent is
stored onto etcd via the Kubernetes API, the Confluent
Kubernetes Operator starts working on the PSC.

Confluent Kubernetes Operator—simply called operator going
forward—works on the PSC (Physical Stateful Cluster) custom
resource’s desired state definition to implement the changes. The
operator integrates closely with Kafka to perform a variety of
operations.

When expanding a Kafka cluster, the operator brings up the
Kubernetes external and internal network and sets up persistent
volumes for the new pods. The operator looks at the placement of
the Kafka brokers in order to create persistent volume claims
(PVCs) in the right zone in order to make sure the pods are also
coming up per the placement requirement. It is only when the
external DNS is resolvable that the operator brings up the
additional pods in the Kafka cluster. This ensures that clients are
able to resolve the DNS for the additional brokers that will be
present in the Kafka cluster before partitions are placed on these
brokers (which could happen as part of a new topic creation). As
part of the pod creation, there is an init container that helps to
dynamically figure out the zone in which the pod is running in
order to pass the information to Kafka to ensure Kafka is aware of
the zone it’s running on to make placement decisions of its
replicas.

Placement:
Us-west-2a:

Pods:
- kafka-0
- kafka-3

Us-west-2b:
Pods:
- kafka-4
- kafka-1

Us-west-2c:
Pods:
- kafka-5

- kafka-2

Note: A subsection of the PSC that showcases the Kafka
brokers/pods placement in a multi-zone Kubernetes cluster.

The operator works closely with Kafka and ensures that
operations on the Kafka cluster are performed only if the operator
perceives the Kafka cluster as healthy. For example, when a roll
of the Kafka cluster comes along, the operator queries the metrics
exposed by Kafka to make sure that there are no under-replicated
partitions before restarting a broker. Pre- and post-roll validation
is performed after every broker restart to make sure the Kafka
cluster is in a stable state before moving on to roll or upgrade the
next broker. These checks make sure that there is no loss of
availability when Kafka upgrades are performed.

Figure 7

The Confluent Kubernetes Operator keeps an eye on the state of
the resize so that the status is reported to the central control plane.
It looks at the rebalancing state of Self-Balancing Clusters
(SBCs), (which is covered in depth below) as well as the state of
the Kubernetes cluster, looking at whether the disks are
provisioned, the pods are up and running, and whether the Kafka
cluster is reasonably balanced, and it updates the status section of
the PSC accordingly.

status:
Conditions:
- last_probe_time:2021-07-04T13:23:52Z
last_transition_time:2020-07-12T15:48:06Z
message: Cluster is not resizing,
ignore=false
reason: ClusterNotResizing
status: "False"
type: confluent.io/psc/cluster-resizing

- last_probe_time: 2021-07-04T13:23:52Z
last_transition_time:2021-07-04T00:56:41Z
message: Cluster is not rolling,
ignore=false
reason: ClusterNotRolling
status: "False"



type: confluent.io/psc/rolling

Note: The status subsection of the PSC, following in the
footsteps of the pod’s status section in Kubernetes. It
showcases different conditions, such as whether the Kafka
cluster is resizing or is undergoing a rolling upgrade.

2.5   Self-Balancing Clusters (SBCs)

Kafka clusters in Confluent Cloud are self-balancing, notably
with regard to their storage. If a Kafka cluster is balanced, it can
distribute the load caused by Kafka clients, such as ksqlDB and
Kafka Streams applications, evenly across the Kafka brokers, thus
avoiding hotspots and maximizing the Kafka cluster’s resource
utilization.

Once the Confluent Kubernetes Operator expands the Kafka
cluster and the newly added Kafka brokers start up, the Kafka
cluster controller observes that the new brokers are not storing
any data yet. This means the Kafka cluster’s storage is now out of
balance, since the workload is currently running only on the
brokers that existed before the expansion. To remedy this, the
Kafka cluster automatically balances the load onto the newly
added brokers by migrating data (i.e., topic-partitions)
onto the new brokers. With the Infinite Storage feature in
Confluent Cloud, rebalancing data is very fast and efficient
because only a subset of data has to be shuffled across different
brokers across the network, more of which is explained in the
next section.

Cluster balance is not just about storage, however. In reality, it is
measured on several different dimensions, such as replica counts,
leader counts, disk and network usage. Additionally, it is
important to make sure that constraints such as the amount of
available disk and network capacity are satisfied during any
balancing decisions. Self-balancing algorithms and the many
factors involved in operating a balanced Kafka cluster—not just
when scaling the Kafka cluster, but also when workloads change
for example—are described in more detail in the self-balancing
announcement blog.

2.6 Elasticity with Dual-Tier Architecture

Rebalancing the data in a Kafka cluster when the Kafka cluster is
resized was briefly touched upon. However, no matter how
amazing your self-balancing algorithms are, it is hard to create a
smooth scaling experience when the process involves moving
around many terabytes of data across brokers over the
network—this consumes network bandwidth, disk IOPS, and
CPU resources. Therefore, a critical component of the seamless
elastic experience in Confluent Cloud is Infinite Storage: here,
only the most immediately useful data is stored directly on Kafka
brokers, and the remainder of the data is in a separate storage tier
(note: this tiering is fully transparent to clients, who simply read
and write data to the Kafka cluster as usual).

With Infinite Storage, the volume of data that is present on the
brokers is a small fraction of the total data in the Kafka cluster. It
separates the concerns of data storage from data processing and
allows each layer to scale independently. As a result, you only
need to migrate a tiny subset of the data (with Infinite Storage,
the time taken to add additional brokers and rebalance takes
around 20-40 minutes, in comparison to without Infinite Storage,
where it could take up to 1-2 days for large, busy clusters) when
balancing the load in a Kafka cluster.

Confluent’s dual-tier approach is different from other two-tier
architectures. Notably, in other two-tier systems, the front tier is
typically implemented as a read-cache over the backing tier (for
long-term storage), and hence cannot provide durability or high
availability of both reads and writes without the backing tier
being online. In contrast, in Confluent’s dual-tier architecture, the
front tier operates independently from the backing tier, accepting
and replicating writes as well as serving recent reads (the
canonical messaging use case) even when the backing tier is
offline. It also provides disk buffering, which allows the system
to survive outages without affecting write availability. If the disks
are filling up, you can expand the disks for additional buffer
capacity, thereby leveraging the cloud provider’s elasticity
capabilities. The result is a truly elastic Kafka experience.

Figure 8: Confluent’s dual-tier architecture.

Another important benefit of the dual-tier architecture is that data
not immediately available in the front tier is read from the
backing tier via a different network path. This completely
separates the path that serves fresh data, often from the OS page
cache and at very low latency, from the path that reads older data
at high throughput without passing through the OS filesystem at
all. This means that latency-sensitive apps are isolated from
applications that read historical data, and both workloads can
safely reside on the same Kafka cluster. In fact, because the local
storage no longer needs to store all the data that your business
must retain, the disks used can be optimized purely for
performance—latency and bandwidth requirements—at much
lower overall costs. You can find more information in our blog
post on infinite storage.

https://www.confluent.io/blog/self-balancing-kafka-clusters-in-confluent-platform-6-0/
https://www.confluent.io/blog/self-balancing-kafka-clusters-in-confluent-platform-6-0/
https://www.confluent.io/blog/self-balancing-kafka-clusters-in-confluent-platform-6-0/


2.7   The Future

An event streaming platform that is scalable, elastic and a
seamless, serverless experience in Confluent Cloud for our
customers involves:

● A control plane that translates user requests,
recalculates the customer’s Kafka cluster configuration,
and communicates the new configuration to the data
plane via the mothership Kafka.

● A decoupled control and data plane, which helps to
separate points of failure and offers a very responsive
experience for the customer.

● Confluent Kubernetes Operator for Kafka, which
provides key functionality to make Kafka cloud-native,
such as Infinite Storage and Self-Balancing Clusters. It
coordinates with Kubernetes and the latter’s own elastic
features to help expand capacity quickly within minutes
compared to hours or even days based on the load and
the volume of data in the Kafka cluster.

● Leveraging public cloud providers and the elastic
resources that they provide, such as spinning up new
instances and provisioning new disks, etc., on demand
quickly.

Increasingly, the gold standard for a cloud-native experience is
“serverless.” In the serverless model, services can scale down to
zero, and resources are dynamically allocated based on workloads
and policies. This vision—where users only need to think about
their client application logic and Kafka resources magically arrive
when needed and disappear when they are no longer required—is
our North Star and the future we imagine for a cloud-native
experience on Confluent.

If you missed Tim Berglund’s awesome demo of scaling a
Confluent Cloud Kafka cluster to 10 GB/sec, be sure to watch the
video.

3     SPEED, SCALE, STORAGE: OUR JOURNEY
FROM APACHE KAFKA TO
PERFORMANCE IN CONFLUENT CLOUD

At Confluent, we focus on the holy trinity of performance, price,
and availability, with the goal of delivering a similar performance
envelope for all workloads across all supported cloud providers.
In this section, we share our experience optimizing Apache Kafka
for Confluent Cloud.

We’ll cover our guiding principles that have led to incremental
optimizations, as well as notable architectural improvements that
have delivered large step-changes in performance.

First, we’ll discuss the three principles that have helped us with
incremental optimizations to Confluent Cloud.

● The first principle is to know your users and plan for
their workloads—it’s not a guessing game.

● The second principle focuses on why infrastructure
matters. Optimization in the cloud is as much about cost
as it is about performance. Know the infrastructure that
you have available to you.

● The third principle underscores the importance of
effective observability, without which no performance
effort will succeed. You can’t improve what you don’t
see.

After considering these principles, we’ll proceed by focusing on
architectural changes that have resulted in a step-change in
performance. These changes have helped Confluent Cloud to
achieve significant performance gains over self-managed Apache
Kafka clusters.

3.1   Principle 1: Know Your Users and Plan for
Their Workloads

The cloud is magical, but it’s not magical enough to handle the
workload-specific tuning and optimization needed for
high-efficiency systems. A large part of setting and achieving
performance standards is understanding that workloads are varied
and come with unique requirements. Performance optimization is
a process that we have matured at Confluent Cloud. Our process
starts with understanding the workload patterns, reproducing
them, and feeding the results back to optimize our software,
forming a tight feedback loop.

Performance is a group term that can mean many things. In the
context of Apache Kafka, for example, it can refer to high
throughput, low latency, or how quickly you can upgrade your
broker software. We like to start by working backwards from our
customers’ performance requirements and focus on the
characteristics that make the biggest difference to their
workloads. Typically, this is either where our customers identify
the performance characteristics most important to them, or
learnings from the data that we collect from our clusters, which
allows us to prioritize the issues that could have the biggest
impact on our Service-Level Objectives (SLOs).

Workload simulation, as the term states, is just simulation: an
approximation of the real customer workloads we service every
day. Even when using a relatively limited simulated dataset,
workload simulation does offer valuable insight into the best and
worst case performance for specific types of workloads.

By simulating such a use case, we are better equipped to
understand the limits of our architecture, understand the limits of
the cloud providers, and prioritize any features or improvements
on our roadmap. At the heart of the simulation framework, we use
Trogdor, an open source test framework that is purpose-built for
Apache Kafka. The workload is described as a set of parameters
in a JSON object, which is specified in a spec file.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAAs4dvMXss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAAs4dvMXss
https://www.confluent.io/blog/from-apache-kafka-to-confluent-cloud-optimizing-for-speed-scale-storage/#principle-1
https://www.confluent.io/blog/from-apache-kafka-to-confluent-cloud-optimizing-for-speed-scale-storage/#principle-2
https://www.confluent.io/blog/from-apache-kafka-to-confluent-cloud-optimizing-for-speed-scale-storage/#principle-3
https://github.com/apache/kafka/blob/db3e5e2c0de367ffcfe4078359d6d208ba722581/TROGDOR.md


{
"class":
"org.apache.kafka.trogdor.workload.ProduceBe
nchSpec",

"durationMs": 10000000,
"producerNode": "node0",
"bootstrapServers": "localhost:9092",
"targetMessagesPerSec": 10000,
"maxMessages": 50000,
"activeTopics": {

"foo[1-3]": {
"numPartitions": 10,
"replicationFactor": 1

}
},
"inactiveTopics": {

"foo[4-5]": {
"numPartitions": 10,
"replicationFactor": 1

}
}

}

An example workload, simulating an Apache Kafka client
that creates 5 topics of 10 partitions each, with a replication
factor of 1, and then produces a total of 50,000 messages, at a
rate of 10,000 messages per second, to 3 of the 5 topics. More
examples can be found in the Apache Kafka repo.

Our simulation framework automates the generation and
execution of these spec files through Trogdor, augments the runs
with both server and client metrics during these runs, and
validates against our throughput and latency SLOs for
performance.

3.1.1  Performance Envelope of Con�uent Cloud

Figure 9

There are five workload characteristics that can be changed to
optimize the performance envelope of Confluent Cloud.

● Message characteristics: Message characteristics
include factors such as message size, number of
requests, number of messages per request, request
types, compression, etc., which affect throughput and
latency. Depending on these characteristics, we see very
different latencies for the same throughput.

● Topic-partition Distribution: This dimension focuses on
the impact of workload distribution on a given
topic-partition set. For low-throughput workloads, a
large number of topic partitions is more
resource-intensive compared to a smaller set of
partitions.

● Cluster Topology: This dimension focuses on the
overall impact of inter-broker replication to
performance. Cluster size and resource utilization
skews on brokers are key factors that can influence
performance of a workload.

● Number of connections: This dimension focuses on the
impact of connection rates and TLS on the performance
of a workload.

● Utilization: This dimension focuses on the impact of
asynchronous request pipelines on the performance of a
workload. In general, this dimension focuses on the
importance of building a feedback loop between the
client and the server to ensure consistent performance.

Our fleet-wide performance metrics are specifically designed to
help us understand our customer workloads from the perspective
of each of these dimensions. Using these dimensions as our north
star, we can better reason about bottlenecks reported or observed
in production workloads, that are not necessarily reproduced
easily in our simulated workloads.

3.1.2 Nightly Performance Tests

Workloads that help establish baseline performance for a
Confluent Cloud cluster are promoted to run nightly, and are used
to gate new releases. Our simulated workloads strive to test each
of the workload characteristics with a relatively balanced focus.
We actively monitor all failed runs for performance regressions.
The framework tests the cluster end-to-end, including our load
balancer fleet, and periodically profiles the cluster for diagnostic
information.

In addition to looking at cluster performance during steady state,
we benchmark performance in the presence of exceptional
situations, like cluster upgrades, hardware replacement, and
lagging consumers.

Reproducibility is key, and we track the commit, Kafka
configuration, and system configuration for each run. We run our
tests on every supported cloud and use the same framework for ad
hoc performance investigations.

https://github.com/apache/kafka/tree/db3e5e2c0de367ffcfe4078359d6d208ba722581/tests/spec


In addition, the historical profile data gathered for each run
allows us to observe trends and focus on areas that could benefit
from improvements. A good example of this is the continuous
delivery of fetch API improvements over time.

3.2   Principle 2: Infrastructure Matters

The cloud allows us to choose from a wide variety of instances
with different CPUs, memory, and disks, and the only limit is our
ability to benchmark new instances and disk types quickly
enough. Our provisioning and pricing model allows us to switch
between these instances without any impact on our users.

One of the goals of Confluent Cloud as a fully-managed service is
to make capacity planning significantly easier. It takes
considerable time and effort to validate expected performance
across instances which are compute-optimized,
memory-optimized, disk-optimized, ARM/X86. For a Confluent
Cloud customer, capacity planning should only be about CKUs
(Confluent Kafka Units), which are defined in terms of workload
characteristics, such as the expected throughput and number of
partitions; it should not be about picking the hardware that will
support those workloads.

3.2.1   Hardware

When choosing the hardware for Confluent Cloud, we focus on
the holy trinity of performance, price, and capacity, with the goal
of delivering a similar performance envelope for all workloads
across all supported cloud providers. We investigate new
hardware as they become available, and we transparently upgrade
clusters to use the hardware that can achieve our performance
objectives most efficiently.

Efficiency is not just about being cost effective, but also about
recognizing that there is no benefit to over-provisioning a
resource that is not a bottleneck for the system to operate. For
example, we ensured that the volumes attached to our brokers are
sized to achieve the same throughput that we get from the
network for the given instance size.

Running a large number of clusters has taught us to be wary of
hardware availability. We track the time required to provision
instances, and we avoid instance types that are
capacity-constrained and can take more time to provision. As an
additional safeguard against capacity issues, we have built the
ability to switch hardware configurations for any cluster without
downtime, falling back automatically to the machines with higher
capacity.

3.2.2 OS

Building on top of this hardware is an equally critical piece of the
infrastructure: the operating system. We follow best practices for
configuring and tuning the Linux kernel, while keeping it

up-to-date in order to benefit from continuous performance
improvements and new feature rollouts. This practice made it
relatively easy for us to experiment with the newer io_uring
subsystem for asynchronous I/O, which reduces the overhead
incurred from switching between the user-space and kernel-space.

This level of control over the operating system allows us to go
beyond best practices and tune the environment to our use case.
One example is the reduction in disk I/O operations per second,
owing to better batching of page cache flushes; we achieved this
by tuning the dirty_background_bytes and
dirty_bytes. This allowed us to extract even more read and
write throughput from the underlying storage hardware.

3.2.3   JVM

We finally get to the JVM, where the tunables are just as hard to
get right, and be confident that they will hold up against all
workloads. Our benchmarking suite and controlled rollouts help
us identify and avoid performance regressions during upgrades.
In addition to workload simulation and benchmarks, we have
built the ability to make targeted configuration changes via
feature flags. This has enabled us to run controlled fleetwide
rollouts with well-tested rollback plans. With the help of these
tools, we were able to confidently shrink the heap size of our
clusters by 33%. We monitor Full GC time on all of our clusters,
and heap dumps help us to locate the root causes of edge cases
that can cause high memory allocation.

In addition to Kafka, we run other essential processes, including
Apache ZooKeeper, metrics agents, and logging agents. We use
our benchmarks to right-size resource allocation for these
processes, ensuring that we can run them efficiently without
compromising on performance. Right-sizing our ZooKeeper
clusters helped us to achieve significant cost savings.

3.3   Principle 3: You Can’t Improve What You
Don’t See

To troubleshoot performance degradations, such as high latency,
you need visibility into the hardware, the operating system, the
JVM, and Kafka. Having the right observability metrics and logs
helps us to identify and fix issues faster.

In Confluent Cloud, we run a health check probe that
continuously reads and writes data to every cluster and monitors
health check failures and latencies. We have a storage probe that
attempts to write and flush a small amount of data to disk. We are
introducing a network probe that attempts to establish TCP
connections with the broker load balancer and detect network
outages. These probes have helped to speed up both detection and
remediation of performance issues, primarily because of the
control they provide us compared to using telemetry from the
customer workload. One example of this is probes that open up
our ability to set monitors that are not subject to variances in the

https://lwn.net/Articles/776703/
https://lkml.org/lkml/2008/11/23/160
https://lkml.org/lkml/2008/11/23/160
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/11/gctuning/garbage-first-garbage-collector-tuning.html#GUID-0DD93225-0BCF-4605-B365-E9833F5BD2FC


configuration of the clients. This helps us to triage connection
issues relatively quickly.

Our monitoring platform collects metrics from all Kafka clusters
on Confluent Cloud and stores it in our data stores. Our
performance dashboard tracks latency and resource utilization
goals across our clusters, and highlights the clusters that fail to
meet these goals. We deep-dive into these clusters on a weekly
basis to better understand workloads with high latency and high
resource utilization. For faster diagnosis, our Kafka metrics
dashboard has dedicated sections for health check, client,
replication, network, log, controller, requests, consumer groups,
transactions, metadata, and infrastructure (disk, CPU, memory).
For general guidance and best practices on monitoring the various
Kafka metrics, please refer to Monitoring Kafka Performance
Metrics, on the Datadog blog.

In addition to metrics per cluster, we utilize Druid and BigQuery
for fleet-wide analytics. This has helped us to tune configurations
such as memory size, disk size, load-balancing thresholds,
throttling thresholds, etc. We have self-balancing enabled on
Confluent Cloud to continuously monitor resource utilization of
our clusters and load-balance when necessary.

Our observability platform has played a key role in improving our
understanding of performance bottlenecks in Kafka, and this has
led to improvements in unexpected components. In one instance,
our monitoring fleet alerted us about slow topic metadata requests
on one of our Kafka clusters. On further investigation, we noticed
that the pattern of usage on our multi-tenant clusters brought forth
an inefficient algorithm for processing metadata requests from
our clients. Profiling and request sampling were important here,
since it was a particular type of metadata request. Maintaining an
additional mapping of tenants to topics helped to reduce
processing time by ~300x. For a more in-depth trace of the
requests flowing through the brokers, we leverage frequent
request sampling.

3.3.1   Performance Is an Operational Concern

Every new cluster that comes to Confluent Cloud has a unique
workload. To be able to do a good job with performance, we need
to understand these workloads, especially the outliers. Restarting
instances and adding capacity help to mitigate performance issues
temporarily, but diving deeper has helped us to uncover memory
bugs and performance regressions.
We utilize profiling tools and runbooks to better understand
performance issues during incidents. We use the Async Profiler
for profiling:

● CPU cycles

● Heap allocations

● Lock contention (including both Java object monitors
and ReentrantLocks)

Figure 10

When troubleshooting high memory utilization, we use heap
dumps for analyzing top consumers of memory. Analyzing a heap
dump is slow, but it has helped us to better categorize issues and
to prioritize fixing the ones that happen most often. For example,
in recent troubleshooting, we discovered that maintaining
producer append information led to high memory usage.

Figure 11

3.4   Notable Architecture Improvements

In this section, we would like to highlight architectural changes
that have made a significant difference to performance in
Confluent Cloud.

3.4.1 New Storage Engine

Project Metamorphosis brought Infinite Storage to Confluent
Cloud through Tiered Storage. This decoupling of longer-term
storage from the actual hardware hosting the Kafka brokers
contributed to a number of performance benefits. With a smaller
hotset on the disks attached to the Kafka brokers, clusters could
now be expanded with CKUs much faster than before.
In addition, with a significantly smaller hotset stored locally on
the brokers, it became economically feasible to use smaller,
high-performance disks. Kafka’s write throughput can be no
higher than the throughput of its storage devices, so choosing
higher-throughput disks will lead to improved performance, up to
the point where network bandwidth or CPU become the
bottleneck. In addition, high-IOPS storage improves log flushing
times. Since log flushing is done while holding a write lock on
the partition being flushed, high-IOPS disks can significantly
lower the tail latency of producer workloads.
An additional performance benefit of Tiered Storage is the
separation of historical reads from real-time traffic. Before Tiered
Storage was introduced, reading historical data created a

https://www.datadoghq.com/blog/monitoring-kafka-performance-metrics/
https://www.datadoghq.com/blog/monitoring-kafka-performance-metrics/
https://github.com/jvm-profiling-tools/async-profiler
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/KAFKA-12207
https://www.confluent.io/blog/infinite-kafka-data-storage-in-confluent-cloud/


high-IOPS workload on the same disks that producers were
writing to, and this led to increased latency for produce
workloads—which are typically real-time and require very low
latencies. In addition, these historical reads were loaded into the
Linux page cache, evicting more recent data and forcing more
consumers to read from disk, which caused even more I/O
contention. With Tiered Storage, historical reads do not use local
disk, but rather object stores such as Amazon S3. As a result, they
do not compete for I/O with producer workloads, and since
historical data is read via network drivers, they do not use the file
system page cache and do not evict more recent data. This means
that latency-sensitive real-time traffic is isolated from
high-throughput historical reads, leading to better multi-tenancy
and more consistent latency.

3.4.2   Java SSL Improvements

One of the key customer workload dimensions that we focused on
was improving connection service times and reducing CPU load
generated by client connections. Support for both high connection
count (and therefore a larger number of clients) and high
connection rate were frequently requested by our users—and
therefore features worth investing in.
Confluent Cloud only uses TLS-encrypted connections for all
customers. The connection handshake process is heavily
influenced by the efficiency of the TLS stack. The Apache Kafka
broker relies on the SSL stack in the JDK to service these
connections, and the JDK SSL stack has seen significant
improvements starting in JDK 9. In Confluent Cloud, these
brought a significant improvement to the quality of service, in
addition to lower CPU utilization on our Kafka clusters.

This gain is critical for heavily-loaded clusters during broker
upgrades. A typical upgrade process migrates leader partitions off
of a given broker to the other brokers while the original broker is
replaced with a newer Kafka image. This, coupled with clients
having to reconnect to the new broker for these partitions,
requires significantly more burstable CPU on the target broker.
Thus, any CPU headroom gained from these improvements is
critical to making this process quick and seamless.

3.4.3   Upgrade Cycle Improvements

At Confluent Cloud, we strive to achieve faster continuous
delivery of new improvements and features across the stack.
Accelerating this process allows us to keep our clusters up-to-date
and secure with faster roll-out of security patches. In addition,
quicker iterations on newer features or infrastructure changes,
such as new instance types, have become more viable because of
our automated simulation framework.

We made a significant investment in improving the overall Kafka
broker restart process to ensure a seamless upgrade process. For
example, lazy loading of indexes and skipping sanity checks for
segments below the recovery point enabled a faster broker

startup. In addition, thanks to improvements in locking and the
handling of the leader epoch cache files, Confluent Cloud benefits
from a 3x reduction in time taken to gracefully shut down a Kafka
broker.

With a faster upgrade cycle, we have the luxury of quickly
adopting new features and performance improvements. One
example of this was the recurring JVM upgrades to our Kafka
clusters; these led to a flurry of performance improvements,
including but not limited to a faster G1 GC that supported a
multi-threaded Full GC. This contributed to lower tail latencies
across the board.

Finally, faster rollouts have led us to an interesting virtuous cycle.
Tiered Storage accelerated our adoption of more efficient instance
types, delivering significant cost savings, which in turn pushed us
to better tune our page cache and the JVM heap, and that
eventually benefited Tiered Storage, completing the circle.

Figure 12

4    FROM ON-PREM TO CLOUD NATIVE:
MULTI-TENANCY IN CONFLUENT CLOUD

Multi-tenancy brings cost-efficiency to infrastructure, and when
done correctly, creates an economy of scale. Done incorrectly and
you degrade the user experience and create maintenance
nightmares for operators. This is true for Apache Kafka, but more
so for a cloud-native data storage system.

While on-prem multi-tenant solutions might get away with
over-provisioning and manual capacity planning, cloud-native
systems must take advantage of cloud elasticity to make them
cost-effective, while at the same time supporting more stringent
uptime and performance Service Level Objectives (SLOs).

In this section, we will discuss requirements for cloud-native
multi-tenancy—within the scope of Apache Kafka, and beyond.
We’ll explain how cloud-native data systems are different from
legacy databases. We’ll then discuss in-depth how we used
existing multi-tenancy capabilities in Apache Kafka to create
cloud-native multi-tenancy in Confluent Cloud.

https://gist.github.com/ijuma/664abe8922ef64426c6cf221f579d71c
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4.1   Multi-Tenancy in Apache Kafka

Apache Kafka is commonly used as a central nervous system,
connecting a wide range of different data stores and applications
from various teams and lines of business in real-time. To make it
safe to colocate different applications and data stores in a single
cluster, Kafka provides a set of features for setting up a functional
multi-tenant environment. These include:

● Isolating data with authentication, authorization, and
encryption

● Isolating user spaces (namespaces) by convention

● Isolating performance with quotas

These three types of isolation—data, namespaces, and
performance—are key requirements for any multi-tenant system.
The rest of this section discusses how Apache Kafka is designed
to support all three of these requirements, and how you can use
them to set up a multi-tenant Kafka cluster.

4.1.1   Security and Data Isolation

Securing connections between Kafka clients and brokers via
authentication lets you control who can access the shared cluster.
Kafka supports various authentication methods: SSL and SASL
(PLAIN, SCRAM, Kerberos, and OAUTHBEARER).

A unit of data isolation is a user principal—an authenticated user
or a grouping of unauthenticated users chosen by a broker using a
configurable PrincipalBuilder. You can control which user
principals have access to certain topics and consumer groups, and
thus which user principals have access to data stored within a
shared cluster. Managing user permissions is performed
predominantly through the setting of access control lists (ACLs).

4.1.2   User Space (Namespace) Isolation

To avoid conflicts on topic names created by different users, you
can enforce namespaces by convention. The easiest way to
achieve this is to set prefix ACLs (see KIP-290) to enforce a
common prefix for all topic names created by a user. For
example, an application identified by user principal A may only
be permitted to create topics whose name starts with
“pageviews”. For more complex patterns and rules, you can
define a custom CreateTopicPolicy (KIP-108).

4.1.3   Performance Isolation

To avoid one rogue user or client negatively impacting
performance for other users or clients, multi-tenant clusters must
be configured with client quotas. Quotas can be set on
<user-principal, client-id>, user-principal,
or client-id. This architecture is flexible, as performance
isolation is not tied to namespace or data isolation. For example,

all clients from the same application can have permission to
access all of the data created by the application, but subsets of
clients within the application can set their own quotas.

It is important to configure each type of client quota in Apache
Kafka, because the different quotas protect different types of
resources:

● Producer and consumer bandwidth quotas set the
limit on the permitted amount of traffic from a user or
client to an individual broker, in bytes per second.
When the broker detects that a user or client has
exceeded its producer bandwidth quota, it starts to
throttle producer requests. Similarly, brokers throttle
fetch requests from clients when the user/client exceeds
its consumer bandwidth quota.

● Request quotas limit a user’s impact on broker CPU
usage by limiting the clock time that the broker spends
on request handler (I/O) threads and network threads,
processing requests and authenticating connections
from the user or client (KIP-124). Setting request
quotas protects not only request processing, but also the
bandwidth of other tenants, because excessive CPU
usage on a broker degrades the effective broker
bandwidth.

● Quotas on topic operations—such as create, delete,
and alter—prevent the Kafka cluster from being
overwhelmed by highly concurrent topic operations by
one user or client (KIP-599).

Apache Kafka supports additional quota types to ensure the
stability of the cluster, the most notable being:

● Broker/per-listener limits on connection creation
rate limit the amount of CPU spent by the
broker/listener on creating new connections, so that
there is enough CPU capacity for request processing
(KIP-612).

● Per-IP limits on connection creation rate ensure that
no clients take over most of the broker/per-listener
quota (KIP-612).

● Limit on the number of active connections to each
broker (KIP-402).

4.1.4   Capacity Planning and Monitoring

Client quotas are limits set on a per-broker basis. However,
setting quotas does not guarantee that there is enough cluster
capacity for every application to get the desired bandwidth. As
with a dedicated cluster, setting up a multi-tenant environment
requires capacity planning that accounts for all of the applications
that will be deployed on the cluster, with some headroom for
growth.

Application adoption could grow beyond the planned headroom,
in which case clients could experience negative performance from

https://kafka.apache.org/documentation/#security_authz
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/KAFKA/KIP-290%3A+Support+for+Prefixed+ACLs
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/KAFKA/KIP-108%3A+Create+Topic+Policy
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/KAFKA/KIP-124+-+Request+rate+quotas
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/KAFKA/KIP-599%3A+Throttle+Create+Topic%2C+Create+Partition+and+Delete+Topic+Operations
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/KAFKA/KIP-612%3A+Ability+to+Limit+Connection+Creation+Rate+on+Brokers
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/KAFKA/KIP-612%3A+Ability+to+Limit+Connection+Creation+Rate+on+Brokers
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/KAFKA/KIP-402%3A+Improve+fairness+in+SocketServer+processors


throttling. Therefore, it is important to monitor whether your
clients are being throttled and to consider increasing quotas and
expanding the cluster to support increased usage.

4.2   Multi-Tenancy the Cloud-Native Way

Apache Kafka’s multi-tenant capabilities, as described above,
were designed and traditionally used within the context of an
on-prem data center. A single company ran a multi-tenant Kafka
cluster with all of its workloads, in order to avoid siloing data
streams from different departments—the goal was to make the
data available across the company, as shown in the example
diagram below. Apache Kafka’s multi-tenant features made this
possible and allowed companies to run Kafka efficiently at
company-scale.

Figure 13

Cloud-native systems have an additional set of requirements.
These requirements call for a more comprehensive multi-tenant
solution than what could be acceptable for on-premises:

● Abstraction requires not exposing low-level resources.
For example, while Apache Kafka lets you configure
quotas per broker, this adds too much operational
complexity for customers of a cloud service.

● A pay-as-you-go model requires the system to use only
the minimum required resources until more are needed.
For example, any tenant can scale from 0 to 100 MBps
(or your advertised bandwidth limit) and back to 0.

● Uptime and performance SLOs are much more
stringent for a cloud service, which means that a
multi-tenancy solution must have a minimal operational
overhead, while supporting unknown and unpredictable
workloads and protecting the cluster from DDoS
attacks.

● Cost-efficiency: Solutions for all of the above need to
be cost-efficient.

Cloud environments make it possible to get more networking
bandwidth, computing power, and storage almost instantaneously.

Users of cloud services expect elasticity, which means that
cloud-native multi-tenant solutions must be able to keep up with
this expectation and, at the same time, provide more stringent
SLAs/SLOs for unpredictable workloads.

The pay-as-you-go model naturally leads to more workload
unpredictability, as each tenant can scale their workload up from
0 to 100 MBps and back down at any time. Supporting a
potentially unlimited number of tenants with unknown workloads
makes any manual capacity planning or scaling impractical.

Thus, a well-architected cloud-native multi-tenant solution should
take advantage of the cloud’s infrastructure elasticity, automate
capacity planning, and auto-scale to meet the above requirements.

Next, we will discuss in-depth how we leveraged existing
multi-tenancy capabilities in Apache Kafka to create cloud-native
multi-tenancy in Confluent Cloud.

4.2.1 Tenants in Con�uent Cloud

When a customer creates a Basic or Standard cluster in Confluent
Cloud, the control plane identifies an appropriate multi-tenant
physical Kafka cluster based on the cloud provider and region
specified by the customer. The metadata associated with the
newly created logical cluster is transmitted to the same physical
Kafka cluster. This metadata includes maximum ingress and
egress and other limits per cluster advertised in our public
documentation.

A tenant in Confluent Cloud is a logical Kafka cluster that
represents a Confluent Cloud cluster. Each tenant is given an
identifier, a Logical Cluster ID—a string like "lkc-abc123".

Customers of a cloud-native service expect to experience their
cluster as their own independent cluster, with predictable
performance and high availability, regardless of the workloads of
other tenants sharing the same physical cluster. This requires
supporting the three types of isolation that every multi-tenant
system needs to provide: data isolation (security), metadata
isolation (user spaces), and performance isolation (quotas). All
three types of isolation are tied to the same tenant entity: a logical
Kafka cluster.

In Confluent Cloud, we added support for the custom tenant
entity that represents a unit of data, metadata, and performance
isolation for a logical Kafka cluster by:

● Extracting tenant ID on the broker during
authentication from the authenticated user. When the
broker authenticates a client connection, it translates the
authenticated user to a tenant ID from tenant metadata.
This information is stored as part of the client session
state, and from this point on, every client request will
be associated with the tenant identifier.

● Request/Response interceptor that attaches a tenant
ID to the request context, so that each request can only
access resources owned by the tenant.

https://docs.confluent.io/cloud/current/clusters/cluster-types.html
https://docs.confluent.io/cloud/current/clusters/cluster-types.html


● Customizing a quota entity to represent all
authenticated users of the same logical Kafka cluster
(tenant) by implementing our own
ClientQuotaCallback interface (KIP-257).
Implementing a custom ClientQuotaCallback
interface allowed us to use existing quota mechanisms
from Apache Kafka to enforce limits on bandwidth,
request processing, and partition operations per logical
cluster on the broker, instead of per user or client ID.

The diagram below shows two logical clusters, lkc-bee71e
and lkc-c0ffee, with clients connected to a Kafka broker in
Confluent Cloud. From the client’s perspective, resources such as
topics are named just as in any other Kafka cluster. The
interceptor attaches a tenant ID to the request, and from this point
on, the broker ensures that each request can only access resources
owned by the tenant. This way, two tenants can have a topic
named users, but internally these will be represented as two
different topics—each one associated with a different tenant.

Figure 14

4.2.2    Performance Isolation

We built upon the existing quotas framework in Apache Kafka by
customizing quota allocations on the broker to represent all
authenticated users from the logical Kafka clusters—tenants in
Confluent Cloud. To achieve this, we implemented our own
ClientQuotaCallback interface (KIP-257), which enabled
brokers in Confluent Cloud to enforce produce and consume
bandwidth quotas, request quotas, and quotas on topic operations
per logical Kafka cluster.

However, requiring users of a cloud service to configure quotas
per broker is too much detail. First, the underlying cluster, being
cloud-native, will auto-scale. When it does, the number of brokers
will change dynamically, and the per-broker quota will need to
change to match the total quota given to a tenant. Second, the
backing multi-tenant Kafka cluster may scale to a large number of
brokers, and a tenant may end up on a subset of brokers. Third,
there could be reasons for intentionally constraining each tenant
to a subset of brokers, such as for fault isolation and for
supporting uptime and performance SLOs. Thus, abstracting
brokers is beneficial, both for simplifying operations and for

allowing flexibility in how cluster resources are allocated to
tenants to support SLOs.

We abstracted the brokers by adding the support for tenant-wide
producer and consumer bandwidth quota configurations, which
correspond to per-logical-cluster ingress and egress limits
advertised in our documentation. Tenant-wide bandwidth quotas
are enforced by each broker calculating and enforcing its own
slice of tenant quota. We started with a simple approach of
distributing tenant quota equally among all brokers that host at
least one tenant partition leader, i.e., the brokers that receive
produce/consume traffic. Each broker calculates its own slice of
tenant quota based on tenant-wide quota configuration and cluster
metadata, and updates it if needed when partition leadership
changes occur.

Each broker serving requests from a tenant needs to have some
CPU capacity allocated for processing tenant requests.
Insufficient request processing capacity may lead to high latency
and degraded bandwidth for a tenant. To ensure that no tenant
takes over the broker CPU, we configure a request quota for each
tenant on each broker, limiting each tenant to at most a portion of
total broker processing capacity.

The following diagram illustrates bandwidth and request quota
allocation on a Kafka cluster in Confluent Cloud, and highlights
two logical clusters, lkc-bee71e and lkc-c0ffee, as an
example. All brokers shown in the diagram host partition leaders
of both tenants, and therefore are each assigned all three quotas.
Brokers enforce each quota to ensure that tenants operate within
their resource limits.

Figure 15

4.2.3   Capacity Planning on the Fly

We hold capacity needed for the current cluster load with
headroom for short-term spikes in demand, and take advantage of
cloud infrastructure elasticity to scale the cluster capacity when
demand increases. The challenge here is to make sure that a
sudden increase in demand, exceeding the headroom, does not
overload the cluster before it is expanded. When demand reaches
the current cluster capacity, a highly-utilized cluster may cause
high client latencies and degraded bandwidth. A demand
exceeding the cluster capacity may cause client timeouts and even
cluster unavailability.

https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/KAFKA/KIP-257+-+Configurable+Quota+Management
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/KAFKA/KIP-257+-+Configurable+Quota+Management
https://docs.confluent.io/cloud/current/clusters/cluster-types.html


Brokers in Apache Kafka are not aware of their current load, and
do not have any mechanisms for automatically protecting
themselves from overload. One workaround is for an operator to
set bandwidth and request quotas on brokers, such that the sum of
the quotas does not exceed available broker bandwidth and
processing capacity. This ensures that even if each tenant spikes
to their quota, there is still enough broker capacity available to
them. This may work for on-prem, where it is common to
over-provision clusters and proactively expand cluster capacity
before deploying new applications. But this approach does not
work with the pay-as-you-go model, because we are not holding
the full capacity for which tenants are eligible—only the capacity
that is currently needed.

We solved this in Confluent Cloud by introducing broker-wide
limits (quotas) on broker resources, in addition to per-tenant
quotas:

● Broker-wide producer and consumer bandwidth quotas

● Broker-wide request quota

● Broker-wide limit on connection attempt rate

When aggregate usage from all tenants exceeds a relevant
broker-wide quota, the broker starts to throttle requests or
connections. This throttling is temporary, until the cluster is either
automatically rebalanced (if the high broker usage is caused by a
hotspot) or automatically expanded to match the increase in
demand.

The broker-wide producer/consumer bandwidth quota
protects brokers from bandwidth overload. In our experience, the
most likely situation in which this occurs is when producers are
configured with acks != all, where the producer does not have
to wait for full acknowledgement from all followers before
pushing more bandwidth to the Kafka cluster. This may leave
insufficient bandwidth capacity for replication, resulting in
under-replicated partitions. The broker-wide producer/consumer
bandwidth quota limits the aggregate producer/consumer
bandwidth from all tenants on the broker, ensuring that enough
bandwidth capacity is reserved for replication.

We set the broker-wide producer and consumer quotas to the
effective broker producer and consumer bandwidth capacity. With
a replication factor of 3 and a well-balanced cluster, the effective
broker capacity for the producer bandwidth is ⅓ of the maximum
sustained broker write capacity. The effective consumer
bandwidth capacity per broker is the maximum broker read
capacity excluding the bandwidth used for replication. Sustained
write capacity is determined by disk bandwidth, while reads from
real-time consumers are usually served from page cache. As a
result, broker read capacity is generally larger than broker write
capacity. We determined maximum broker write and read
capacity from hardware specs and confirmed with benchmark
experiments.

Figure 16

The broker-wide request quota protects brokers from request
overload by limiting the time that the broker spends on processing
requests from tenants. Specifically, it does two things. First, it
ensures that the broker keeps enough processing capacity for
replication and other types of requests that are exempt from
throttling. (Some requests in Kafka are exempt from throttling.
Notably, follower fetch requests are exempt from throttling to
ensure that followers do not fall out of in-sync replicas (ISR).)
Second, the broker-wide request quota ensures that broker CPU
and request queues do not get overloaded.

The broker-wide request quota limits the total percentage of time
that tenants can spend on the request handler (I/O) threads and
network threads within each quota window, the same as client
request quotas in Apache Kafka (KIP-124) and tenant request
quotas in Confluent Cloud. The quota is out of the total capacity
of the network and I/O thread pools. The diagram below shows
the default configuration in Apache Kafka, with three network
threads (one listener) and 8 request handler threads.

Figure 17
Because the number of network and I/O threads in Kafka are
typically configured based on the number of cores available on
the broker host, the request quota helps to limit CPU usage by
tenants. Tenants’ most CPU-extensive operations happen on
network and I/O threads: request processing, encryption, and
authentication. However, blocking I/O can also happen on those
threads, which would also account for request quota since the
quota limits the clock time on the thread, not pure CPU usage.

Statically configuring broker-wide request quotas requires a
trade-off between uptime / performance SLOs and cost-efficiency,

https://www.confluent.io/blog/self-balancing-kafka-clusters-in-confluent-platform-6-0/
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/KAFKA/KIP-124+-+Request+rate+quotas


i.e., choosing a larger headroom to account for a wider range of
workloads vs. a smaller headroom for cost-efficiency.
Auto-adjusting broker-wide request quotas, based on the current
usage by throttling-exempt requests, is also not enough, because
some of the total threads capacity may be unusable. For example,
if enough threads block on I/O, a broker may have available CPU
capacity that cannot be utilized due to a lack of threads to do the
processing. If there are more threads than CPU cores, threads
capacity does not always translate into CPU power available to
make use of them.

Figure 18

We addressed this problem by using request queue size as an
indicator of high broker load. In the common case, the broker
dynamically calculates its broker-wide request quota as maximum
network and I/O thread pool capacity, minus the current usage by
requests exempt from throttling. When the broker detects that
requests start crossing the configured threshold for request queue
size, the broker reduces the broker-wide request quotas further
until it detects smaller request queue sizes. When queues become
less loaded because the client load decreases, the broker raises the
broker-wide request quota back to the common case level.

This approach is based on the fact that when the broker cannot
keep up with the incoming client requests, the request queue
builds up. Even though request queues are configured with
maximum capacity via the queued.max.requests broker
configuration (the default is 500), which helps to limit the number
of requests at the broker, we observed that letting the queues max
out slows the broker down significantly. When the request queue
maxes out, network threads get blocked until one of the request
handler threads picks up a request from the queue. There will also
be requests on client connections waiting to be picked up by
network threads. As the broker becomes slower due to threads
being blocked, the requests start timing out, causing clients to
retry and further increasing the load on the broker. In the
worst-case scenario, the majority of requests time out before the
broker sends the responses back.

When the request queue is not allowed to max out, the requests
get throttled instead, which helps to avoid client timeouts.

The network listener limit on connection attempts per second
limits the time that the broker spends on processing connections
from tenants, as brokers in Confluent Cloud are configured with
separate listeners for inter-broker communication and
communications with tenants.

Request quotas do not control how many connections the broker
accepts, even though processing of accepted new connections is
done by the network threads. The diagram below shows how an
increase in the connection attempt rate from clients may
eventually lead to new connections using most of the broker-wide
request quota, leaving no quota for request processing. Because
the first request on a new connection is not limited by the request
quota, the time the broker spends in processing new connections
and requests from tenants may exceed the broker-wide request
quota once most of the request quota is used by new connections.

Figure 19

Therefore, limiting the connection attempt rate is useful both for
preventing connection storms and for limiting the rate of
throttling-exempt requests on the broker, to minimize the chance
of request quotas failing to protect the broker from request
overload. To throttle connection attempts, the broker delays
acceptance of a new connection by the amount of time that brings
the attempt rate within the limit.

4.2.4   Auto-Tuned Tenant Bandwidth and Request
Quotas

So far, we’ve described how we configure brokers with
broker-wide producer and consumer bandwidth quotas, and how
brokers automatically calculate a broker-wide request quota.
Brokers enforce broker-wide bandwidth and request quotas by
auto-tuning corresponding tenant quotas, such that enforcing
tuned tenant quotas also enforces the broker-wide quota.

Per-tenant, per-broker producer and consumer bandwidth quotas
and the request quota represent the capacity that the tenant is
eligible to use on the broker. Because the pay-as-you-go model
encourages idle and low-utilization tenants, we can’t predict
which workloads will be added and how much capacity they will
need. A spike in demand for bandwidth or request processing
may exceed the available capacity while all tenants are operating
below their quotas. If capacity is reached before the tenant quotas,
tenants start competing with each other and degrading each
other’s experience in an unpredictable manner.



We address this by automatically tuning the tenants’ quotas, in
order to maintain a combined tenant usage below the broker-wide
limit. Reduced tenant quotas due to insufficient capacity are
always temporary, only in place while the cluster capacity is
automatically expanding. We keep some excess capacity for
workload spikes. When more workloads spike than accounted for
in the headroom, we detect this and expand the cluster. While the
cluster is expanding, tenant quotas’ auto-tuning ensures that each
tenant equally experiences insufficient cluster capacity.

On a configured time interval, the broker checks whether the
combined tenant usage exceeds the broker-wide limit, and if so,
the broker decreases the per-tenant dynamic quota of each active
tenant. Since each cluster can have thousands of tenants, updating
every tenant’s quotas would be inefficient, so to make auto-tuning
more efficient, we only account for the active tenants. Active
tenants are tenants that have made a produce or consume request
in the last few minutes. Once the tenant is no longer active, we
increase their quota back to the original quota.

When demand exceeds the broker-wide quota, tenant quotas are
auto-tuned such that each tenant gets a fair share of the resource,
proportional to their original quota allocation. The algorithm
initially calculates the fair quota for each active tenant as if each
tenant tried to use their full quota. Then, the algorithm fairly
re-allocates the spare quota from active tenants that use less than
the fair quota to tenants that need more capacity. Each tenant’s
dynamic quota is then set to these new values.

The diagram below illustrates how this algorithm determines the
dynamic quota for bandwidth quotas, where quotas of all tenants
are equal. The darker rectangles show the current bandwidth
usage of each tenant, while the lighter rectangles show the
bandwidth quota of each tenant. Tenants A and B already use
below what would be the fair dynamic quota for them, and
tenants C and D were assigned the dynamic quota to further limit
their usage and to limit the combined tenant usage to within the
broker-wide quota. Dynamic quotas for tenants A and B are set
slightly above their current usage, allowing the broker to detect
the increase in tenant demand in the next auto-tuning iteration.

Figure 20

5   PROTECTING DATA INTEGRITY IN
CONFLUENT CLOUD: OVER 8 TRILLION
MESSAGES PER DAY

Last year, Confluent announced support for Infinite Storage,
which fundamentally changes data retention in Apache Kafka by
allowing you to efficiently retain data indefinitely. We’re seeing a
shift in how users think about the role that Kafka plays in their
tech stack, mainly using it as a system of record. This gives rise
to new challenges and responsibilities to make sure data is
durable and safe. At Confluent, we’ve been hard at work solving
difficult and innovative data durability challenges in order to:

● Protect the integrity of our users’ data in production

● Proactively detect, mitigate, and/or restore our users’
data in production

● Proactively detect potential data integrity issues in new
features before they reach our users

While mitigation and restoration are important topics, this section
focuses on durability auditing, which is our approach to
proactively detecting data integrity issues on well over 8
trillion Kafka messages per day in Confluent Cloud.

Figure 21

We’ve all seen the series of 9’s advertised by cloud vendors
against their durability SLAs. Those 9’s are intended to provide a
guarantee that your data is safe, and a lot of effort goes on behind
the scenes to measure and monitor those scores.

5.1   What Makes Durability Auditing and
Monitoring a Challenge?

Auditing your data is not only resource heavy but also
time-consuming. Hence, frequent audits are tough. This becomes
even more of a challenge when you take into account that Kafka
is an event streaming platform: Data is always in motion.

Scrubbing, a technique for checking and cleansing data for errors
or inconsistencies, is an I/O-heavy operation that can also be
time-consuming. This technique needs to continuously run,
especially in Kafka, because:

● Even though Kafka records are immutable, what’s
stored in a Kafka cluster’s topic changes constantly as
new records are written and, possibly, older records are
aged out according to user-defined data retention
settings

https://www.confluent.io/blog/infinite-kafka-storage-in-confluent-platform/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_scrubbing


● Kafka’s metadata, such as the epoch, offsets, and high
watermark, can change at any time

● Infrastructure or hardware issues can cause data loss or
corruption

5.2   Challenges from the Past – Solved Today

In the past, there were situations where we were unable to quickly
detect durability issues in our own environments. We have taken
this to heart when designing our new durability audit service for
Confluent Cloud. Keeping our users’ data safe is a key pillar for
the Kafka Data Platform team at Confluent—we went through
this so you don’t have to.

In our experience, managing Kafka clusters and trillions of
processed messages over the years, we’ve identified several
scenarios where there could be lapses in durability. Some of the
notable ones include:

● Data loss due to replica divergence: Various complex
scenarios, combined with other failures, could cause a
divergence in data replicas within a Kafka cluster,
leading to data loss.

Figure 22

● Tail data loss: Storage corruption at the Kafka broker,
which is the current designated “leader” of a Kafka
topic partition, can cause it to trim the partition
(spanning between start offset and high watermark).
This forces its followers (other Kafka brokers) to trim
theirs based on the leader’s state. This results in data
loss even though Kafka’s internal data replication is
working correctly between the leader and its followers.

● Data loss due to metadata divergence: In our internal
test environment, we identified a scenario of data loss
caused by a divergence in Infinite Storage metadata
triggered by failure to persist an update to broker-local
storage.

● Data loss due to a configuration update bug: We
found a bug when applying Kafka’s dynamic
configuration settings, which caused changes in the
retention time for some topics.

● Data loss due to a bug when updating log start
offset: We found an unexpected race condition when
updating the log start offset, which causes Kafka to
prematurely delete records.

Based on our experience and continuous, extensive testing of
Confluent Cloud, there are two main lessons learned:

1. The main causes for data loss/inconsistency are due to
software bugs, configuration mistakes, or
operator-related errors. Many assume hardware or
infrastructure-related issues, but this is not the case
because cloud provider infrastructure has high
standards for durability, and because Kafka is a
distributed, highly available, and replicated system.

2. The key to recovering from, or more importantly,
preventing such scenarios is proactively detecting data
anomalies. Once they are detected, we implement
various methods for data restoration.

5.3   Durability

Our approach varies based on the nature of the durability
concerns.

Figure 23

5.3.1  Instead of Chasing the Data, Chase the
Sensitive Operations (Real-Time Monitoring)

Any operation that can modify the partition state (metadata or
data) is considered a sensitive operation. These operations are a
direct result of user actions like configuration change or
user-driven deletion of messages, or they are internal to Kafka
such as retention management or leadership change. Scrub-based
auditing is useful, but in this case, it’s simply not enough. It’s
critical to chase sensitive operations in order to detect issues and
alert in real time to quickly restore the state back to normal.

5.3.2   Weighted Auditing (Extensive Integrity
Audits)

When auditing against infrastructure, there is a big difference in
scrubbing metadata (which represents individual segments of the
data) versus actual user data as the cost of integrity issues are

https://www.confluent.io/confluent-cloud
https://docs.confluent.io/platform/current/kafka/design.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_scrubbing


greater for metadata. For user data, there are additional
considerations such as the storage medium used.

Confluent Cloud uses a variety of storage mediums, including
storage volumes and object stores, to manage the data that our
customers store in their Kafka environments. There is a difference
in auditing data on local storage (e.g., Amazon EBS) versus data
placed on object stores (e.g., Amazon S3) because each storage
medium comes with its own durability guarantees. We use this
information to help decide the aggressiveness of our data auditing
based on those guarantees.

For example, we consider data (or metadata) on broker-local
storage to be more sensitive than the data that we store in object
storage due to cloud providers’ given durability SLAs. We also
consider metadata to be extremely important, so we’re even more
aggressive with its audit.

The validation of changes in sensitive operations and weighted
auditing helps us to perform extensive durability auditing and
monitoring with the added benefit of real-time detection and
alerting.

Figure 24

5.4   Internals of Durability Auditing and
Real-Time Anomaly Detection in Con�uent
Cloud

5.4.1   Source of Truth for Durability State

It’s critical that durability auditing maintains a source of truth,
something that can be used to validate the state when sensitive
operations occur. A message in Kafka is uniquely identified based
on its epoch and offset, which is captured from the partition
leader. The metadata is aggregated and materialized in a database,
which our durability audit uses as a source of the truth for a given
cluster, using the following process:

● We capture the partition leader’s sensitive operations,
such as epoch changes and high watermark changes

● We guarantee ordered delivery of events

● We then compare these ordered events with our source
of truth for real-time anomaly detection

● We also use these events to update our source of truth

● Events like “highwater mark change events” can be
generated up to hundreds of thousands of times per
second, and to control event logging sprawl, we batch
these frequent events into a single aggregated event

Figure 25: Sample of internal state that’s maintained in the
durability database.

5.4.2   Durability Score

One of the key objectives of a durability audit is to generate
scores that can help us understand how we are doing with data
durability and how we can continue to improve. The unit of
measurement for these scores is the number of messages. The
percentage of durable messages are used to calculate this
durability score. This means that for a score of 99.9999999, 1 out
of 10,000,000,000 messages did not meet our durability checks.

The entire durability audit time frame is divided into spans. A
span is a period of time used to audit an entire cluster. During a
span, aggressive and sensitive regions may be audited multiple
times, while continuous monitoring can alert us to any issues in
real time. Once a span is over, the durability scores are updated.

Figure 26



Figure 27

5.5   Examples of Durability Lapses and How We
Detect Them

5.5.1   Tail Data Loss Scenario

Figure 28

An important piece of metadata to Kafka data is the
logStartOffset, which is the first offset in a
topic-partition. In a real-life scenario, this was
accidentally updated to a value greater than what it was supposed
to be. This error will cause Kafka to eventually delete messages
prior to the logStartOffset.

In this case, our durability monitoring process triggers an event
generated from the logStartOffset change. This event is
validated against the durability database to detect whether the
user deletion or retention policies justify the logStartOffset
advancement. We are alerted to this in real time, allowing us to
take action before any harm is done.

5.5.2    Replica Divergence Due to Unclean Leader
Election

Figure 29

Unclean leader elections are situations where replicas that are not
in the in-sync replica (ISR) are set to be elected as leader as a last
resort, even though doing so may result in data loss. Using the
figure above for reference, imagine data replica “A” becomes
unavailable and an unclean leader election forces “B” to become
the leader, which is not currently in sync with “A.” Replica “B”
may start epoch 4 at offset 75, which could be inconsistent since
replica “A” might have reported some other message at offset 75.

In this case, our durability audit detects the leader election event
for replica “B” at epoch 4, causing a validation with our
durability database to occur. Since we maintain the historical
epoch chain in our durability database, we can alert on this in real
time as it’s happening.

5.6   Performance Impact

When you purchase a cloud service, you’re effectively purchasing
a set of performance guarantees (among other important SLAs
and limits). It’s important that the protection of a user’s data does
not impact their performance expectations. We do this by:

● Using aggregated events to reduce the overall event
throughput and load on the system

● Keeping an extremely small and thoughtful amount of
metadata, less than 500 bytes, per partition, in our
durability database

● Having strong quality of service controls that allow us
to dynamically change how aggressive the auditing and
monitoring is to make sure that we don’t use more
resources than allowed

With all of these optimizations, and over 8 trillion messages per
day, we confidently assert that:

● The durability audit process doesn’t use more than 5%
CPU at peak usage

● The storage and memory footprint is limited to tens of
megabytes

● The network usage and cloud API calls are highly
controlled

https://kafka.apache.org/documentation/#brokerconfigs_unclean.leader.election.enable


5.7   Conclusion

Users put their trust in Confluent Cloud with impactful and
mission-critical use cases every day. We work tirelessly to make
sure that this trust is well placed—the main mission of the Kafka
Data Platform team at Confluent. We hope that this deep and
technical look into data durability auditing and monitoring shows
how committed we are to that mission and that it gives you some
innovative ideas on how to protect data in your own systems.

To learn more, check out Confluent Cloud, a fully managed event
streaming service for data in motion built by the original creators
of Apache Kafka. You can also use the promo code CCLOUD50
to receive $50 of free Confluent Cloud usage.*
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